Tromp Group develops and produces integrated systems and best-in-class technology for the bakery
industry. The group consists of two brands: Tromp Sheeting & Depositing Systems and Den Boer Baking
Systems. Tromp Group is a Markel Food Group company. Together with leading brands AMF Bakery
Systems and Reading Bakery Systems, the Group offers a wide and growing portfolio of automated food
production solutions. Tromp Group customers worldwide can count on the international know-how and
local support of the Markel Food Group. The focus is on the following product groups:
Sheeted Breads  Pizzas  Cakes & Muffins  Pastry & Laminated Doughs  Pies  Waffles

Mechanical Engineer
Bunschoten
Bachelor or master’s degree in mechanical engineering? Interested in machine design? Help us build the
best in class production lines in the bakery industry! By intensive elaboration with the bakers in the
industry, our machines are the result of years and years evolution. Now it is time to build the nextgeneration production lines by improving the value (functionality divided by cost) of our machines, using
the latest knowledge in mechanical construction design principles. Use degrees of freedom and finite
element method software, think in functions and parameters, be creative and analytical, and use
brainstorms and daily basis design reviews with your teammates. You will be responsible for the value of
our bakery machines. We offer a high-tech playground for you to explore and to develop the way we do
engineering in a growing organization with huge opportunities. Help us to build a ‘great place to work’organization, where the best engineers build the best in class machines!
What are you going to do?
Simply said: Design Baking and Handling systems! As an engineer you are responsible for all engineering
documents. You calculate mathematical as well as simulation. You understand functional, safety and
hygiene specifications and you identify risks through failure mode and effects analysis. You design in 3D
CAD and check the feasibility of your design (manufacturing, assembly, maintenance). Finally you ensure
your machine gets a good life by realizing the manual.
What do we ask from you?
You have a bachelor or master’s degree in mechanical engineering and a minimum of 3 years of
experience as a mechanical engineering working in a manufacturing environment. Besides your
experience, you’re a team player and you have the ability to multi-task in a changing environment with
fluctuating priorities and deadlines.
Interested?
For more information please contact Arie van der Meulen at +31 (0)33 299 43 73. Please send your
resume to Nina Beute-Diepenbroek n.beute@trompgroup.nl. Information about Tromp Group is
available at www.trompgroup.nl.

